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e came into their lives, stayed for a while and then became friends.But does e really exist?

Food for thought. It was a simple thing, befriending someone in Facebook. A simple act that

went weirdly wrong and yet very right.A Sci-Fi Computer Fiction in the world of computers,

avatars and a certain type of reality. The flight of the mind which books can take you on is

precious to me and this is what I have tried to entice my reader with. What if… What if it were

true? What if it were possible?This little Flash Fiction, e … is a probability, even a possibility.

What if…? I do love those words. It is a Sci-fi fantasy, one that touches on the world of

Facebook, grazing across our world from Cyber. A world we think we have created but What

if…? What if Cyber created Us in the end? Just how could such a thing be possible?
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permission of Jan Hawkins. Chapter 1 I don’t know where to begin when I talk about this. In

fact, I don’t even talk about it often because of that, but if I want to warn you then I need to

begin somewhere. I guess when I think about it, we all enjoy friends… friends? What does that

really mean? It began easily enough, a simple question, a curiosity on Facebook one night

when I was supposed to be researching and instead I was discussing my research with friends,

well that was what I told Mum anyway. I collect friends on Facebook but what do you really

know about your Facebook friends. Mostly they aren’t real friends, not like my mates and I are

but Facebook friends are more socially disorientated friends. They aren’t really friends are

they? You don’t really care about all of them. My mates and I had a thing going, we wanted to

know who could accumulate the most friends and because of that, we befriended mostly

anyone. We don’t do that anymore but back then, not so long ago we did. It is like collecting

‘likes’ that is almost the same. I thought it odd when I accepted a friendship from someone

called Guest. I couldn’t find them on the search engine, all I could find was a Facebook page

for someone who called themselves e. A celebrity no less! A real public figure. It was only later,

when I had asked that I was told that e was the most commonly used letter in any typescript. It

is the most used of all letters and I guess that was why Guest used it. My name is Brian by the

way, at least that is what is on my Facebook page but I could be anyone really, I could even be

e. Facebook.com: Guest eBrian Hi Guest… funny nameGuest

LOLBrian Who are u really?Guest e Brian do I know u?Guest

yesBrian cum on. Give me a hint It started that simply. The words were simple, aren’t

they always? I thought nothing of it. I thought that maybe it was one of my mates playing some

stupid game. They did that sometimes and that night when I didn’t get an answer from Guest I

figured that he… or she had left the computer. You never knew when anyone would be back. It

stayed with me though, lurking in the back of my mind as these things do. Guest stayed

around, stayed my friend and occasionally I would see ‘likes’ from e in my feed. I figured I

would just wait until the next time that he or she spoke up. Everyone says something

eventually, even if it is just a ‘like’. I figured e was studying as a lot of the ‘likes’ were about

things you would study, a lot of intellectually related stuff. I heard, or rather saw nothing for

ages at times and it slipped to the back of my mind until one day Guest did say something. It

was a ‘like’. He or she liked their own page it seemed and I followed the link, curious. There

wasn’t a great deal of information available, it was almost as though Guest was hiding and I

figured that this was exactly what they were doing. It was a game. I couldn’t help it, a

compulsion perhaps because without thinking I pressed the like button and then I too was part

of the cycle. I was linked to Guest and from then on I could see each thing that was posted on

that page. It is like an addict getting a hit in some ways and I knew I could always ‘unlike’ at any

time. I was now involved though and I didn’t want to leave the question alone. I wanted to find



out just who Guest was, piece by piece. Brian I’m bored… someone inbox

me.Guest R U thereBrian e! Hi. Neva did figure out who u rGuest

eBrian Yeah u said before. R U he or she?Guest he?Brian U r a bloke?

Guest she?Brian Ur not a bloke.Guest we?Brian r u or arnt

uGuest yeBrian ? pick oneGuest he or sheBrian u sure?

Guest LOL I didn’t know what to say to that. But I still figured it was a mate of mine or

someone I knew. Then equally it could have been a girl I knew who was fooling around.

Messing with my head, they did that.

Stephen Lewis, “Great book. Very interesting book”
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